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College Play s
With I-PLAY

A Unique COOTer Smile

By Tiracey Hardman .
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
1-PLAY,Colby'sintramural program, was drastically restructured
this summer by a group of 10 administrators and faculty members.
The restructuring calls for dorm
based teams only, effectively eliminating any campus wide groups
from forming teamsAccording to Dean of Residential Life Joyce McPhetress-Maisel,
"the majority.of students on campus
were not served by the present system." She said the new plan was
implemented for three major reasons: to involve more women and
increase parity in the leagues; to reinforce the new dorm governance
system; and to attempt to further
disunify the remaining four underground fraternities.
Last Spring, the I-PLAY student
coordinators and Ro yDowmet with
hall governors to form a restructuring proposal that would introduce
two leagues: the -then existing IPLAY, where rosters could be compiled with any combination of students or employees of the college,
and a dorm only league, with the
intent of promoting hall unity, After
the proposal passed through hall
staff , the Planning Commit-tee altered the proposal into the current
structure.
• "The students who were on
campus were consulted,"according
to Maisel, "and they agreed."However, no students participated in
voting on the proposal .
President of Student Activities
Tom Sherry said he agrees with the
decision of the committee but has
concerns about how the decision was
made.
Incoming freshmen were notified of the changes and heavily

encouraged to participate. Sean
Lucey,a COOT leader,.commented
on the interest of the incoming students: "It seemed that they were
asking a lot of questions about intramurals, a lot more that I had as a
freshman. I was wondering if the
administration had sent out flyers
over the summer/'
The goal is to encourage more
people to be involved and to create
more equity, according to McDowell. He would like to see equal participation of men and women. "In
the past, women were excluded,"
said Maisel. Last fall,357 men participated with 91women. However,
many students participated in more
than one sport .
"There is a very clear goal to
build the commons system,"Maisel
said. "I think it is a change in a very
positive direction. We could make
intramurals thrive."
While Maisel denied that the
decision was a direct attempt to
combat fraternities, McDowell
thinks that any such coincidence
would be a bonus: "It will be positive for the majority of students,
and the intramural system is for the
majority."The deciding committee
was comprised of McPhetressMaisel, Dean of Faculty Robert
Mc Arthur, Dean of Students Janice
Seitzinger, Director of Student Activities John Farkas and his assistant Todd Blake, Commons Coordinator Gina Toman, I-PLAY and
Club Sports Director Gerry McDowell, former director Roy Dow, Athletic Director Dick Whitmore, and
Athletic PlanningCommittee Chair
Sandy Maisel.Editor's note: Sports
Editor Dave Weissman contributed
to this story.

photo by Bob Lian
Exchange student Often Ntaba gets a taste of the Maine zvindemess on a COOT trip, and appears to
have enjoyed it. See story pa ge3.

Mystery Surrounds
Anderson 's Resignation

a petition last year to keep him at
Colby, said that personal reasons
also contributed to And erson's
departure and she's sorry Anderson
won't be back.
"I'm disappointed, we wrote a
petition and almost 500 people
signed it," Terry said. "But I'm not
angry at him, it's what he wants.
He's a really good professor, it 's
Colby's loss."
Philosp hy professor Robert
Reuman also expressed disappointment with Anderson's departure. "I
think he made a fine contribution
and a very positive one," Reuman
said.'Tm very sorry to see him go."
Longstaff said the classes Anderson was to teach this semester
will still be offered. Anderson's
replacement, Professor John David
Ober, was selected from a pool of
local applicants, he said.

Philosophy Professor Jim Anderson —denied a temporary staff
position last semester for the 198990 academic year and then rehired
for another position after a wave of
student outcry — resigned in midAugust for reasons still not clear to
professors or administration officials.
Anderson, who was slated to
teach two philosophy classes and a
freshman seminar this semester,
resigned in a letter sent to Dean of
Faculty Robert McArthur's office
around August 15, according to
Philosoph y Department Chair Professor Thomas Longstaff.
Longstaff would not let theEcho
see Anderson's resignation letter,
ment treatment of Anderson and
the college's manipulation of affir-

mitive action principles led to his
departure.
Neither
Longstaff
nor
McArthur would specify what
treatment Anderson was unhappy
with or which affirmitive action
pri nciples he felt had been violated.
Anderson could not be reached
at home for comment yesterday
afternoon.
"It's considered an extremestep
for someone to resign fro m a position at such a late date,"Longstaff
said." He clearly feels injured in all
of this."
But Longstaff added that he
thoughtany disagreements Anderson had with the department had
been ironed out at the end of last
semester.
"I don't concur with those views
(in the resignation letter)," said
Longstaff.
Anita Terry, 89, a former student of Anderson's who circulated

iledged people in abeautiful part of
the world," Seitzinger said. "Mow,
I'll see how the rest of the world
lives."
She and Doctor Larry Cassman
will begin their journey southward
in a Ford truck on September IS.
Dr. Cassman will to use his skills as
a physician while Seitzinger will
teach nutrition, primarily t o young
pregnant women. The two will start
their workin a North Carolina town
compr ised of pri mar ily H ispan ic
migrant farm workers.
AMD OC, th e agency arrang ing

these trips, places physicians in "by recruiting students from area high
rural areas and covers all costs, schools and at local college fairs in
except for the travel expenses to "Arizona and No. Carolina and reAfrica and Seitzinger's biking ad- inforcing Colby's African exchange
venture in New Zealand.
program. She hopes to instill a de"Not many people get an op- sire in others to undertake similar
portunity likethis/'Seitzingersaid. ventures and, while her trip seems
"I'm very grateful that Colby is al- strictly altruistic, "there is a selfish
lowing me to do this."
componen t too: I'm havi ng t h e
It will be a "humbling experi- chance to live in three different culence," Seitzinger said, "I will have t ures," she said. "
to tqjee orders."
The second stop for the traveling
Seit zinger 's leadership skills duo is a Navajo Indian reservation
won't rust,h owever, for she will be where she will help place college
hcl pingColby'sAdmiss-onsOffice
con ti nued on page 4

By Kathy McKiernan
OPINIONS EDITOR

Seitzinger Leaving For Year Sabbitical
By Lord Wright
FEATURES EDITOH

College policy will soon
. be far away thoughts for
Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger who leaves for a yearlong sabbatical tommorrow.
Soitszinger, a long-time proponent of voltinteerism, will
be working with the underprivileged in the back woods
of Nor
th Carolina, an In di an
reservation in Arizona ,and the
unknown wilds of west Africa.
Tve worked with priv-

ALBANO ON RECOVERY ROAD
By .Lawrence Rocca
NEWS EDITOR

Eric Albano, who injured his
brain stem during the men's tennis
team trip to Puerto Rico last Spring
Break, has made great strides towardsrecovery,accordingto physical therapist Bonnie Delande of the
Spalding Rehabilitation Center.
"I can't believe how good he
looks," Chris Taron said, who saw
Eric last Friday, "His attitude is
unbelievable. We're just so lucky
that he's comingalong as well as he
is."
Any student that would like to
see Eric, as well as contribute to a
trust fund to help defray medical
costs for his family, can see him at a
benefit soccer scriirvmageto be held
in his honor this Saturday at Salem
State Collegeat 6:00 p.m. Admission is $2 and the proceeds from a
raffle and concession sales will also
go towards the fund,started by the
Gillette Corporation where Eric's
father is employed.
Earlyreports had indicated that
Eric sustained the head injury because of a fall from a balcony.
However,after studyingthe circumstances surrounding his condition
and the isolated location in which
he was found, hours after friends
noticed him missing, there is a

possibility he was attacked.
According to Delande, Albano
spent a combined five weeks in a
Puerto Rico hospital and University Hospital in Boston before he
was transferred to Spalding in Boston, a hospital that specializes in
treating head injury victims. Since
his arrival at Spalding, where he
was listed as a severe injury case, he
has made improvements that have
astounded doctors and even his
friends.
Although Albano still needs
crutches to walk and his balance is
not completely normal, Delande
contendsthat "we thought Eric was
going to have a lot of problems. He
is already way beyond what we
had expected as far as recovery."
The key,she says is his determination and the support group that
he has. "He'sbeen a real lucky guy.
He's got a great family and a great
bunch of friends. Sometimes in situations like this, friends fade away."
Albano still has a long way to go
to regain what Delande described
as a fairly normal life. He has to take
eight hours a day of therapy for
almost everything. Because he was
unconscious until two months ago,
he had a tracheostomy and feeding
tube. It has taken Eric a while to
regain normal speech and eating
abilities and he will still occasionally slur words. However, according to Delande, that does not stop

COMPUTER CATALOGING
By Drew O'Brien
STAFF WRITER
After three years in the making,
the computerized card catalogue
system in Miller library is up and
running.
The new system, called Innopact, offers many new ways to locate books including Search Options. This option includes listings
under author, title or just words in
a title,and subject matter,as well as
call number,publisher number,and
government document and standard report numbers. Through this,
users can access more than 125,000
bibliographic records.
Other features include browsing, deductive searching,availability records,and a list of the reserve
section.
In addition, the system is accessible from any computer on the

Ethernet communication system,
including the MacLab, the Mudd
and Miller Library computer clusters. This will enable down-loading information onto a Macintosh
disk and printouts in any of these
locations.
But,the system does have some
limitations. Innopact can't access
the 1900 periodicals, microfilm listings, most of the Bixler record listing, some of the listings under special collections as well as the275,000
listing that now fall under one
bibliographic record, such as encyclopedias and indexes.
The library plans to install an
aquisitions program called Innovac
which will aid in placingnew works
into the system as they arrive. The
system should be complete by next
fall.
Most libraries at the University
continued on page

Alum Dies In Chica go
By Lawrence Rocca
NEWS EDITOR

Dana Peltier '87 of Wisconsin,
»vho graduated cum laude with a
iegree in sociology and was elected
'hi Beta Kappa, died July 9, three
veoks af t er she was mugged an d
.hot near her Chicago apartmentAccording to Chicago police,
hitler, 24r Was robbed of at least
5400 and then shot in trie head. She
lad been dropped off at her Lake
vttchi gan-area apartment by a
riend at about 1:30 am on Sunday,
une 18. Pettier was checking her
¦na ilboxin theflpartmerttbuilding 's
anbeked evittmCQWY when she
was approached by three men who
;hen br ought her to an automatic
roller machine. She mactetwo $200
withdrawals, She was then shot

and left in an alley where she was
discovered half an hour later.
A spokeswoman at Northwestern Memorial Hospit al, Pettier was
on external life support syst ems
until her parents requested that the
treatments be discontinued.She was
in critical condition the full three
weeks and doctors had given her
little chance of recovery.
Feitler wasa nativeof Whitefish
Bay, Wisconsin , a suburb of Milwaukee. She had plains to start
classes in a master's in business
administration program at the
University of Chicago the day after
her shooting.
While at Colby/ she was an excellent student, participating in
Colby's/an Plan inCuernavacaafl4
studying for a semester at the London School of Econom ics.

Eric from, talking on the phone.
His memory -has also been
coming back in stages. There was a
time, according to Delande, ~when
he could not remember his closest
friends or even his parents,but she
contends that his memory has
improved and that he loves to hear
from people. However, he still
remembers nothing about the
Puerto Rico trip and there is no way
to tell if he ever wiU remember. Eric
could not be reached thethree times
The Echo tried to reach him.
The inactivity also caused severe atrophy bf his leg and arm
muscles. His legs are gradually
getting stronger, but one arm developed calcium deposits that may
requiresxirgery.Wluletheprospects
of playing tennis again are obviously far off, Delande says that he
could be home in three or four
weeks. He regularly goes home on
weekends or out with his parents
after his therapy sessions are finished at 4:00 p.m. every day.
"He is determined as hell to go
backto school after December,"says
Taron, "He keeps telling me ""This
p lace is for sick people, and I'm not
sick. I want to go home."
- Anyone interested in contacting Eric can write him in the next
month at Spalding Rehabilitation
Center, 125 Nashua St., Boston,MA
02114. The phone number there is
(617) 720-6400. H« is in room #602.

Kegs In
The Kitchen
By Tracey Hardman
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
In the continuing drama of alcohol policy changes, a new scene is
about to start. Beginning this year,
beer at student center parties will be
served from the kitchen and students
will have to wait in a single file line to
be served.
This "party procedure change"
was implemented , in an effort to
reduce the "many problems with
damage and irtessiness of alcohol
dispension" last year, according to
Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger.
The Student Affairs Committee
examined many options,but decided
on this policy to "make the parties
run a little more smoothly, not so
haphazardly", saidjohn Farkas, director of Student Activities. Farkas
also stressed the Committee was
trying to get people to move away
from the keg and to experience the
other aspects, music, ect. of the parties."
He said "it was, in a way" an
attempt to reduce student's alcohol
consumption. Scott Osborne '91,
Social Chair stated, "it might combat
people from getting as drunk as they
do," but stressed the main objective
was for "a more effective means bf
serving."
"I think it will give the alcohol
dispensing more structure, and for
liability reasons, we hav e to have
that structure ,"said Mark Van Valkenburg, director of Safety and Security. He cited damage that occured
last year, "t h e same wallb eing kicked
in three times," and agreed the hew
policy was wo rth trying.
"If it works, it works. If it doesn't,
it doesn't."

NEWS BRIEFS
COMPILED BY NEWS
STAFF

Water Still Dan gerous
The lead level in the water in Mudd is still violating federal and state
regulations,according to Administrative Vice President Stan Nicholson.
"Mudd continues to be a problem," Nicholson said. But, many residence halls came out virtually toxic free. "Williams came out with flying
colors," he said.
Nicholson expects to continue water testing throughout the year. "We
haven't figured it out yet," he said.
The most recent tests, which were conducted during the summer,have
isolated the problem to Colby's water coolers. "There will be very few
water coolers in use around Colby," Nicholson said.
A plumbing system has been installed to avert the coolers, but Colby
is "trying to replace the coolers," Nicholson said.

Spa Prices Go Up, Line s Should Go Down
Prices in the Spa have gone up, but so has the amount of money for
missed meal credit. The new credit rate will allow $2 for breakfast, $3.50
for lunch and $4.50 for dinner. The prices have increased by a base of 8%,
but according to Spa manager Jennifer Clune, they remain competitive
with prices in town. While a frappe does cost $2, a 16-ounce beer is only
a $1.10.
Improvements that Clune and new Director of Dining Services Mary
Attenweiler hope will make lines shorter during missed meal this year
include an express line for items that need no preparation such as drinks,
fruit,or cookies and a bun warmer for the morning bagel rush.A schedule
has also been set for daily specials and Clune is confident that her staff is
ready to make the Spa run smoothly.
Attenweiler replaces Dan Eusebio, who was named district manager
for all Seiler's operations in Maine.

Financial Aid and Anti-Trust
Colby is among 23Northeastern schools,including Harvard,Amherst,
and Bowdoin,being investigated by the federal government for violating
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.
Initially, college officials indicated the investigation f ocused on a
yearly meeting where the schools compare and adjust students'financial
aid packages. But, federal officials rejected a request to narrow their
search and have insisted the colleges submit not only financial aid
documents but also information about tuition and faculty salaries. Most
of the colleges admit to adjusting financial aid offers,but have denied allegations of tuition or salary fixing.
A Colby spokesperson said this week that the college has not yet
complied with federal requests due to the extent of the investigation.
Total costs this year at Bates, Bowdoin, and Colby are $18,430,$18,850,
and $18,980 respectively.

MCI Not J ust On Hall phones
Regardless of what your hallstaff may or may not have told you, the
new MCI calling cards can be used on any phone at Colby pr in Waterville
withoutan access charge. Accordingto BethMcCarthy of MCI'sPortland
office,and handlerof the Colby account,the "around town"feature of the
card allows callers to use any phones within an approximate 20 mile
radius of Colby by dialing the 950-1022 access code. Outside the 20 miles,
the caller risks an access charge.
Ken Gagnon, Director of Purchasing who worked out this plan with
McCarthy, contends that MCI is the most economical long distance
phone service and is recommending that students who get phones in
their rooms use MCI. Colby uses MCI for all long distance services now
and the MCI-Colby partnership is an experimental one that Gagnon
believes benefits both parties. While MCI has a chance to target college
aged consumers, Colby will receive future financial considerations, such
as substantial cash payments, which Gagnon says will go towards
improving the campus phone system further. Plans for improvement
include a campus phone in every dorm room.

Quickie With The Class Of '93
The Colby Class of 1993, the most racially and geographically diverse
class ever, accordi ng to Dean o f A d missions Parker Beverage, hasarrived
on Mayflower Hill. Numbering 485 students, the class comes from 34
different states (40% come from outside New Englan d and ,13% corrie
from the state of Maine) and 12 foreign countries, including Argen ti na,
Sr i Lanka, and Turkey. Approx imately 8% of the class are minority
students: 11Black students, 12 Hispanic students,and 20 Asian students.
A record number of early applicants, 159, are included in the class of
'93. (330 high school students applied for early admission to Colby.) The
regular admission pool numbered 3238 applicants. Approximately 33%,
or 1330 st u d ents, were adm itt ed , and 326 decided to jo in the class, The
median SAT scores for the class are 580 verbal and 620 math.
continued on next page

Three Malawians On Mayflower Hill NEWS BRIEFS CONTINUED
By Amy Havel
STA-B^ WBITER
Three African students will
attend classes at Colby this year,as
an expansion of the Colby student
exchange program. Mirriam
Chona, Often Ntaba and
Thokozani Kadzainira, all from
Chancellor Collaege in Malawi,
were selected last spring from a
large pool of applicants.
The exchange with Chancellor was made official last June,
during President Cotter's stay in
Africa. After using an open application system, students were then
chosen for interviews, then picked
for the three final openings.
Thokozani, 19 years old,
who will study economics and administrativescience,says shehopes
to take advantage of the American
perspectivein these areas,in order
to someday help her own country.
Malawi, is a third-world country
with many economic problems;
Thokozani feels that an understanding of capitalist methods may
improve conditions there. "Thoko"
plays basketball and field hockey,
in addition to squash, which she
hopes to play at Colby.,
In the United States for the
first time, Often claims he feels
very "at home".The Malawian en-

vironment is not much different
than that of Maine, so Often has
found any "climate" adjustments
to be minimal. He will be studying
mostly English and philosophy.
Also,Often hopes to participate in
sports, particularly volleyball and
soccer.
Mirriam, captain of the
women'sbasketball team at Chancellor, would like to try women's
sports at Colby. She will be studying . administrative science and
economics. Miriam, 20 years old,
says shewanted to attend Colby to
reinforce her belief that "travel is a
great form of learning". She had
read a lot about the United States
before she arrived, and so far, she
says, the atmosphere and culture
of the country is much what she
expected.
All three students expressed enthusiasm with the
COOT program, and with Colby
orientation in general. Although
none had prior experience in
COOT-type activities,they all said
they had met many' new friends
and had some memorable experiences.
All seemed interested in
seeing other parts of the United
States, if the opportunity arose.
Also, the Colby social scene was
greeted with approval, especially

the Freshmen Dance, last Saturday night.
The only problem Mirriam,Often,and Thoko have all
experienced came with transferring classcontent from Chancellor to Colby. Apparently,
some introductoryclassestaken
at their home college do not
transfer as prerequisites for
Colby classes. However, all
were .optimistic that things
would work out during registration period.
In addition to the African exchange, the SovietAmerican exchange at Colby
continues with the arrival of
two Soviet students. Andrei
Plashchevsky, from Voronezh
State University, Voronezh,
U.S.S.R., and Mart Repnau,
from Tallinn Pedagogical Institute, Tallinn, Estonia, will major in English at Colby. Two
Colby students, Nancy Humm
and Clint Walker, are studying
in the Soviet Union forthel98990 academic year. Through
educational and cultural exchanges such as these, Colby
appears to be taking a major
step toward increasing diversity.

Former Professor Opens Bookstore

eter Nutting hopes to add a chapter to
By Drew O'Brien.
STAFF WRITER
Ex-professor Peter Nutting and
wife, Charlie, recently opened the
Iron Horse Bookstore/Cafe in Railroad Square, which will feature
some Colby texts at a lower price in
addition to a wide variety of litera-

a profit can be made.
In addition to Colby texts, the
new wooden shelves hold hard to
find books with a variety of foreign
and American contemporary fiction
and poetry, Maine fiction and poetry, and both classic and contemporary mysteries. Also, any customer request can be specially ordered, no matter how obscure.
The couple had thought of
"opening something that would
enhance Waterville culturally".
photo by Bab Lian When Peter he was denied tenure
Waterville's cultural history
at Colby last spring,they decided to
follow through on the thought. The
ture. The Iron Horse will sell some outcome was the Iron Horse at 10
used texts as well as offering a 10 Railroad Square.
percent discount for Colby students
It was a prime location for a
and faculty for the first week of bookstore as the Railroad Square
classes. It also offers a year round Cinema already acts as a main culbuy back foranytext book and if the tural attraction for the area. The
distributor's going price has in- theory behind the store was to steer
creased since the time of purchase,

Orientation Winding Down
There are still a couple days left in the orientation program for first
year students. The weekend starts with the "Hot, Safe, and Sexy"
program on Friday in the Student Center.The orientation program raps
up on Saturday with "BaFa, BaFa," a game focusing on the exploration
of a culture and a screening and discussion of the video "A Class
Divided."

Sexism And Bill Cotter
There will be a task force on sexism formed this year, according to
Presidient William Cotter. The task force, which was formed largely "in
response to the request from the women's group,"accordingto Cotter,
"will have an agenda very similar to our task force on race."The college
is asking for student and faculty volunteers,and will makethe appointments later this fall.
Cotter sees the force as possibly becoming "an ongoing mechanism"
that will examine such issues as our curriculum, sexist language, and
other issues which threaten our community.

COOT Reaching New Hei ghts
The popularity of COOT trips continued to grow this year withabout
440 first year students or 88percent of the class Of '93 participatingin the
outdoor trips.
Student COOT leader Tom Brown and Cooter Derek Rozycki of the
Katahdin "B" trip helped a hypothermic 39-year-old Massachusetts
man, discovered on top of the mountain, get to a rangerstation. The temperature atop the mountain, with wind chill factor,wasbetween 10and
20 degrees.
A tally of student injuries sustained on the trip shows that there were
few major ones: one Cooter, Troy Venis,broke an arm after slipping on
some rocks and is living in the Health Center, and COOT leader Jeff
Baker sustained an injured ankle that wastobe diagnosed yesterday.As
usual, there were also a number of scrapes,bruises,and blisters on sore
feet.

Some Who Are Leaving
Some noteworthydepartures from Colby this year include President
Cotter who will be studying in London until March; Dean of Students
Janice Seitzinger, who will be on sabbatical; Coaches Rob Pfeifferand
Mickey Goulet; and Philosophy professor Jim Anderson,who resigned
this summer.

Some Who Are Showing Up
Some arrivals include Liam P. OMurchu,a visitingUniversityCollege
Cork ex-harige professor of modern Irish literature,who willbe teaching
two courses at Colby in the English department; Alban William Urbanas, a visiting assistant professor of Philosophy, who is corning from
Franklin College, Switzerland, and recently published a boolctitled La
notion d'accident selon Aristotle; and Kenneth Rodman, Associate
Professor of Government, from New York University where he won
NYU's excellence in teaching award in 1988. His discertation was
published in Columbia University Press.
Victoria Hershey fills Ed Blackwell's role as Dean of InteTcultural
Affairs. She was advisor to The Echo last year.

Thoug htful Career Move

"I heard the registrar was retiring and I thought,Thaf s just the sort
of dumb stuff I like doing for fun . I'm a natural bean counter/ So hereI
am, " said Registrar George Coleman in the spring issue of Currents.,
perhaps explaining much more than why he left teaching at Colby 23
ad for an Alfa Eomeo Spider with the years ago to become the school's registrar.
words:
Ways of Seeing, chosen by the
Women's Study Group, addresses Cotter Ruling Vacat ionland
the general stereotyping of certain
In response to a recent Maine Times article which stated thatPresisdent
cultural groups and the media's role
in affec ti ng such cult ural perception. Cotter "is a forceful speaker on higher education issues as well as on
Jane Moss,a French profes- social concerns such as South African apartheid",and a possible candisor who participated in last Sunday date for Governor, Cotter replied jovially, 'That is only in the minds of
night's panel discussion, said the the Maine Times."
book provokes the reader to question everyday things. "Knowledge Oops
isn't value-free and students must
learn to be critical in what they see
The Fall Sports guide that Public Affairst puts out everyyear had to he
an d read," said Moss. Moss stated called back from the printers when Margaret McCruddenfo. 16lastyear
tha t Berger's hook is a good example in Divi sion III women's tennis and recipient of the Leila M. Fbrster
of how one should analyze the world award for outstanding character and various contributions to Colby ,
around him/her. During their four transferred to Dartmouth . Neither Dean Mark Serdjeniannor Registrar
years at Colby, first year students Coleman think that iast year had an usually high transferrate.Coleman
were advised not to assume tha t did offer some
be a surprise:
isexplanation as to why the move should not
everything they read and hear about "D^j tmouth higher than Colby in the pecking order."
is always the truth.

Frosh Explore Wa ys Of Seeing
By Joy Marean
STAFF WRITER
v "Summer. Time again for

the birds and the bees. And the
spider," read an adver ti sement for
an Alph a Romeo Spider. First year
student Jeff Chenard found such

P hoto by Bob Lian

words stereotypical, and he sent in
the ad with a personal essay, which
was part of an assignment to .the
incoming class. Expanding on the
issues of racism and sexism, which
were the focus of campus-wide
di scussions last year, th e Class of
1993 was asked to read John
Berger's Ways of Seeing,and to submit visual illustrations that cause
stereotyping.
Chenard saysthe
pictures of the bird and the bee are
positive i mages, as they are often
used in referring to sex. Thus, the
reader identifies the car with a
positive emotion.
Over half of t he class sen t
in pictures from magazines and
newspapers with personal essays
explaining why the image is stereot ypical. The responses, which are
curren tly d isplayed on th e walls of
the Stud ent Cent er, range from
perfume ads to car ads. For example, Jeff Chenard submitted an

V.

Moss also stated that stereotyping
continued on page 5

production of palm oil.
President William R. Cotter,
who lived in Africa in the mid-60s
and visited last January,is very supportive of Seitzingers decision to
live among other cultures. "It seems
to me that the plan is one in which
new insights will be gained in underserved areas, especially in terms
of higher education," Cotter said.
He also hopes that Seitzinger's influence will continue to increase
Colby's exchange programs and
cultural diversity.
Cotter is also taking a sabbatical. "Everybody's pledged to working harder,"Cotter said,explaining
how the college will operate in both
his and Seitzinger's absence this
year.Deanof the College Earl Smith,
who was once Dean of Students,
will assume much of Seitzinger's
duties and "he's a very experienced
hand to help coordinate the office
affairs." Cotter said.
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continued from page 1
students who also want to work
there. Because of budgetary concerns, details for this part of the trip
are still undecided, but Seitzinger
plans to stay there until Christmas,
with intentions of recruiting at high
schools in Phoenix and Tuscon.
Alas, the Colby dean will not be
sleeping in a tee pee. She speculates
that her bed will be in a trailer. All
part of the charm that attracted her
to embark on such a journey, she
said. Arriving in Africa in February,after a three week recreational
bike expedition in New Zealand,
mosquito nets will surround her
bed. But,it's not supposed to be the
rainy season in Sierra Leone, so the
bugs shouldn't pose too great a
threat. The roving Dean will help
administrate a hospital clinic there
which is funded from the local
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Ludy '21
Pacy'27
Howard '40
Since 1891, Colby students and faculty have visited and
shopped at our store. Over the year s, Levine's has been referred to
as the Colby Store. We are very proud of this and we are very proud
of Colby. Please visit us and let us make our store your store.
Visit our UNDERGROUND and our main floor for your everyday
or dress-up needs.
A . few of our famous brands :
Arrow - B.D. Bagg ies - Bass - Florsheim - Timberlan d - Lord JeffLevi's - Lee - Bugle Boy - Cotler - C.B. Sports - Izod^ Lacoste -
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Busch 1/4 Keg $18.97 ++
Busch 1/2 Keg $36.17 ++
Milwaukee Best 1/2 Keg $30.97 ++
Budweiser 1/4 Keg $28.17 ++
Budweiser 1/2 Keg $51.17++

All Michelob can 12pk. $6.97 ++
Busch can 12pk. $4.87++
Natu ral Light can 12pk. $4.87++
All Miller can 12 pks. $6.17++
Genessee Beer and Cre am Ale can 12pks. $4.87++
All Stroh' s can 12 pks. $4.87++
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Cataloging

continued from page 2 ¦
of Maine-have already installed
similar computer systems. The libraries of Bates and Bowdoin,who
have begun conversion on their
card catalogue. When those systems are complete, a communications uplink will be installed

which will enable Miller Library
patronsto access the most impressive libraries in Maine.
For those of you who enjoy the
challenge of locating a book the
traditional way,the old card catalogue can still be found in Miller
Library, but it has not been updated since April.

Bookstore

continued from page 3
away from the supermarket style
bookstore, in which customers are
in and out in a matter a minutes,
"book in hand.
"We want to give people a

GET SOME BALLS !!!
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$25.50

COORS BAR BOTTLE S $10.49

placewheretheycould slowdown
and relax with some good books,
some really good coffee, really
good tea and reallygood pastries,"
says Charlie Nutting. The Iron
Horse offers a different perspective to boolc buying, enabling
customers to stop and consider
each book before they buy it.
The cafe offers French press
coffees, teas and homemade pas-

Seeing

continued from 3
narrows one'svision and can ha~ve
a negative effect on self-identity.
These result s of stereotyping can
be caused fay the media, which
uses certain -types of people to sell
a specific product. Laurie J. Girard submitted a More cigarette
ad showing a sophisticated
woman smoking.
Girard

tries,offering powerful persua&ion
to sit back with one of its books.
The bookstore has established a
steady clientele since its opening
in late July and the couple hopes
that the return of college students
will increase business.
The Iron Horse is open until
seven on weeknights and nine on
weekends to attract the movie
going crowd.
wrote:"...! see a beautiful woman
who is ruining her appearance by
having a cigarette in her
mouth...No on e has to dare to be
moreby smoking. One only has to
dare to be more by being oneself."
Berger's book also touches, on
many disciplines at Colby, so that
the book's main themes of racism
and sexism can be discussed in
various classrooms.
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Serving: COLBY Student s, Administration , and
Parents for over 15 years.
We Are A Contemporary Shop Of fering :
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EATING RIGHT IS HIGHIY LOGICAL
CALL IHE AMERICAN!CANCER SOCIETY
AT 1-800-ACS-2345 FOR FREE
NUTRITION INFORMATION.

Tlie MusSe Gallery
35 EAST CONCOURSE,WATERVILLE , ME

873-1166

WELCOME BACK C OLBY COLLEGE!!
HOPE YOUR SUMMER WAS GREATS
THE MUSICGALLERYOFFERSTHEFINEST
SELECTION OF MUSIC,INCLUDING ROCK,
CLASSICaAL, NEW AGE. JAZZ, BLUES. FOLK
ANDRAP TITLES.

ALSO, CHECKOUTOUR SELECTED HOME
ANDCAR AUDIO COMPONENTSAND
ACCESSORIES.

LOOK FOR OtfR COUPON IN THE WMHB

COUPON BOOKLET!
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ART S/ENTERTAINME NT
Tikaram; Chorale Tripping

Tanita
Slice Her ,
Slice Her Up
By Susan Kachen

STAFF WRITER

The sky was a deep dark blue
and the sun illuminated the scene.
Everything was white and distinct
and comfortable. It was March and
I was on a Greek Island sitting in a
bar gazing over white sands and
clear waters. The music, however,
was what tied the whole picture
together.
Tanita Tikaram's husky voice
^
was resounding from the bar's
speakers,the song that was playing
was of her latest and first album,
Ancient Heart. Tikaram'srhythmic
beat makes me want to go out and
party or kick my shoes off and
dream. A Greek island's bar was
the perfect place to do just exactly
that - sit back with a drink in hand
and a dream in mind. Life is good.
I guess that's what is so appealing
about Tikaram's music - it moves
and flows with ease. Her songs that
day matched the atmosphere.
With a voice similar to those of
Alison Moyet and Chrissie Hynde,
Tikaram employs a new approach

to help supliment the chorale s
expenses, but students will still
probably have to pay between $300
and $500.
IncelebrationofColbystenyear
Because this trip is in celebraassociation with the University of tion of Franco-American relations,
Caen, the chorale will be embark- the music which Machlin chose for
ing on a ten day concert tour of the chorale to perform has teen
FrancebeginningonMarch23,1990. written by French and American
to an older style. Her lyrics make carve poor cow; slice her, slice her
Director Paul Machlin explained composers.
the difference. The variety of music up, poor cow." But,the contrasts of that the chorale's trip is highlighted
In his 15years as a music profes-from upbeat to mellow - is empha- her rhythms with the lyrics creates by "a major concert with the Uni- sor, Machlin has never seen a Colby
sized by an interesting combina- sounds both 'cute' and 'gay*. This versity of Caen chorale" and will musical group go abroad, and he
tionof instruments. The synthisizer effortless switch between styles is also include three other perform- knows of no such excursion in
x
sets off the violin and vice versa. I portrayed throughout the whole ances in Normandy.
Colby's history. The chorale has
album. She incorporates faster
Professor Machlin expects to been on smaller scale tours in the
rhythms with the slower,thinking- keep the number of France bound
type music and even includes the chorale students to about 50 to past,however,including their early
swingy,sexy melody "He Likes the ensure that their traveling expenses '80s trip through New England,
their '87 trip to California,and variSun".
remain low. President Cotter, ous exchange dates with colleges
There is only one song on Ti- Machlin said,gavea generous grant
such as Bates, Bowdion and Tufts.
karam's album which I have
skipped over. "Preyed Upon"starts
call it 'new-wave folk'. Tikaram off with a restrained drum beat and
can be categorized with the latest then,a prominent pull of the trumgoing downtown. Stu-A movies are
By Chip Gavin
and up-and-coming female vocal- pet. It reminds me of a dingy bar
shownThursday-Saturday at 7p.m.
EDITOR
ists like Tracey Chapman and Na- scene from Miami Vice or perhaps
arid 9:15 p.m.
talie Merchant of 10,000 Maniacs, of a lonely girl crying in a dark
Students can purchase $20 seaIf you're thinking about going to
yet Tikaram neither attacks such alley.
the movies, the Student Associa- son passes and get into all 26 movlofty themes nor ponders the social
Tanita Tikaram's The Ancient tion wants you to consider their ies this year or a $7pass, which will
conscience.
Heart is a personal conversation movies first.
get you in for$l each time you go.
Ancient Heart is a personal with the listener. Her style is acThe first semester flicks, "which
At $2 per ticket,the Stu-A movie
monologue dedicated to those who cordingly unique while her lyrics
is less expensive than other area will be shown in Lovejoy 100, inlive and love. Often over either a are down-to-earth.Grab this album,
theatres.According to Stu-Amovie clude The Cotton Club (this week),
stringy guitar or a twangy piano or skip "Preyed Upon",and relax with President Sean Pratt, on-campus Casablanca, Some Like It Hot, Batwhatever accompaniment suits her Tanita. You won't be let down.
movies are more convenient than man and White Christmas.
style, Tikaram's emotions are carried through with vivid imagery
and thought. "Everyone has said
almost too sickly for words: "Must

See A Stu-A Movie

Cuisine At The Carousel

M ^^ ams

By Drew O'Brien
STAFF WRITER

y

By Cinda H. Jones
ARTS & INTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The National College Poetry Contest
Open to all college students wishing to have their poetry anthologizedthe National College Poetry Contest awards cash prizes for the
top five poems. The deadline for enteries is October 31. For further
_

information, send a stamped envelope to: International Publications,
PO Box 4404-L, Los Angeles, CA, 90044.

Art Competition
Artists are being invited to design, execute and install artwork of any
medium for the main lobby of Mountain View School. Send a stamped
envelope to: Percent for Art Competition, Harvey Kelley, Schoodic
Consolidated School District; E. Sullivan,ME. 04607-9706 for more
information, or call 422-3522.

American Poetr y Association
Send up to six poems of no more than 20 lines to: American Poetry
A ssociation/ Department CT-73, 250-A Potrero St,, Box 1803, San t a

Cruz, CA, 95061, before December 31.

Audition Notice
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Auditions for this fall's One Acts Festival will be held tonight and
tomorrow (September 7tH arid 8th) at Uunnals Union. Tho three one
acts will be directed by CM. WcMzgI Jay Heinbach,and Hill Hamilton.
For audition times* see ipformatfonals posted about campus, or call
X3388,
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By Cinda H.Jones
A&E Editor
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The unique decor of downtown
Waterville's Carousel restaurant
was what first struck me as I entered its doors. The restaurant's art
work covered a full spectrum of the
merry-go-round motif, and even
included a rideable lion straight
from a carousel. This made for a
very playful, but almost frivilous
atmosphere. With the lights
dimmed as they were,the decor did
not distract us from our meal.
Since the place was empty, my
two companions and I had our
choice of seating. Unfortunatel y,
the table we chose was directly
under the doorbell which rang
several times while we were deciding what to order. Also, one of our
table's legs was shorter than the
others.
The menu covered every genre
of cuisine, specializing in seafooddishes. We ordered the seafood
linguini, the 14oz. sirloin and the
veal oscar. Mozzarella sticks were
our appetizers,and each meal came
with a choice of spinach and garden
salad as well as choice of pasta, rice
pilaf, baked potato, and Carousel
(steak) fries.
The wine list was short, but it
contained some good inexpensive
wines to compliment any selection
on the menu. We had a fume blanc
which was excellent with the seafood , though too light for the redmeat dishes.
The salads were aesthetically
pleaslngaswellas palatable,though
the Carousel goes a bit heavy on t h e
dressing. Our mozzerella sticks
wore exceptional, with crisp and
almost tart tomato sauce. The
Carouseloffers pota toskins,shrimp
cockt ai l, and other standard appe-

photo by Robin Closer
t

tizers.

The meals th emselves were

delicious. The seafood linguini was
served i n a light butter sauce, with
an ample amoun t of shr i mp an d
scallops which werd sparsely covered with crab meat. It made for a
rich meal.
The Carousel's por tions were
plentiful,though not overabundant.
My friend's sirloin was cooked to
perfection: slightly charrred on the
outside, While tender and rare on
the inside.
Our only disappointing entrd

was t he veal oscar which was so

overtenderized that it seemed like
veal hamburger. The taste watt
bland, however the crabmeat and
cheese garnishings lent it some flavor.
On the whole, dining at the
Carousel was an enjoyable experience. The fine food and wine were
more than what one should expect
for about $18.00 per person. This
underpublicized establishment,
deserves your consideration the
next time you are out for a flight on
the town.
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Thursday
Sept. 7
STU-AMOVIE. The Cotton Club
starting RichardGereartdGregory
Hynes will be shown in. Lovejoy
10Oat7:OQ and9;l5. Adrnisslonis
$2, SI "with membership. Season
pass is $20.

Friday
Sept. 8

WatervilleFarmer'sMarket, Front
10:00 AM until 8:00 PM this food
and crafts mart will be held at the
Head' of the Tails near the twopenny bridge. For more information, call 873-3315.
STU-AMOVIE. The Cotton Club
will be showing at 7:00 and 9:15in
Lovejoy 100. This jazzy gangster/
dancing romance stars Richard
Geere and Gregory Hynes.
Hot, Saf e & Sexy! Our funny and
informative connoisseur of condoms is back at the Student Center
tonite. You can catch the show at
8:00.

Saturday
Sept. 9

Waterville Farmer 's Mar ket:
Fr
oml0:00 AM to 5:00 PM. at the
Head of the Falls near the two
penny bridge in H20ville.
Fir st Annual Great State of Maine
BicycleRace, Brunswick, In conjunction with theMaineAir Show,
this 23-mile race begins at 1:00
pm. Registration is at 11:00 at the
Brunswick Naval Air Station fitness center, ($16). Helmets are
required. 921-2395.
Damariscotta River Cruise. Beginning at 9:00 AM from the
Pemaquid Restoration Dock, this
Mid-Coast Audubon Society presentation costs $22. 667-3798.

BeachParty at the Heights! Come

take part in this "first day of loudness" celebration, The School

StreetBand is tentatively set to play,
and the festivities begin at 10:00,

STU-A MQVIEJ This is your last
chance to catch the fine flick, The
Cotton Club, which stars one of the
greatest tap dancer in thes States
(Hynes) abd a semi-good-looking
Bugle-boynamedGere. ShOwtimes
are 7;00 and 9:15.

Sunday
Sept. 10

NASCAR Winston Racing Series ,
The J.P, Cullinan Racing Series'
"Shootout #2" will be held at the
Oxford Plains Speedway onroute26
in Oxford at 2:00 PM, For more
information call 832-6373.
Centurion Bike For Heart. This
benefit for the American Heart Association takes you on a scenic jour ney from Waterville to Bingham and
back. ftbeg ins at7:00 AM.($l5). 1800-462-4202.
Greek Heritage Festival. This three
daylong festivalfeaturing arts,crafts,
icons, gold jewelry and authentic
Greek Cuisine Will havedancing from
6:00 through 10:00 PM, and will feature the entertainer NikoS Hargas.
The festivities will be held at the
HoIyTrinityGreekOrthodoxChurch
on 133 Pleasant St., in Portland and
admission is free.

O^ghttif e

Amiga 's. If you enjoy arustic atmospherewherelive folkmusic is played,
beers are cheap, and outdoor seating
is optional .you should give Amigo 's
a try. 9 Dana St., Portland. 7720772. '
Raoul 's Roadside Attraction. A
favorite dining and dance club to
hear the best of local bands and to eat
the tastiest Tex-Mex food. 86t Forest Ave., Portland. 774-1441.
The Tree Cafe . Where you'll find
the big-name bands performing every dung from reggae to .rock, and
metal to bluegrass, every day of the
week! 45 Danforth St., Portland.
774-1441.

Rachael' s . Live music is played
Wednesday through Sunday from.
8:00 to 1:00. Call 622-1364 to find
out more, Whitten Road, Agusta.
Silver Street Tavern. Waterville's
answer to the area music dulldrums.
It's a classy -pub downtown that
offers live bands on Friday and
Saturday evenings from 9:30 'till
12:30. Call 873-2277 to find oui
who's playing.

Movies
Laputa:Castle intheSJ cy. A'Mapanimatiori"film inspired by Gulliver 's
Travels, telling the story of a flying
island at the center of a battle between the forces of good and evil. At
times the animation is said to be so
realistic becauseof shadowsand light
that it is easy to forget that one is
watching a cartoon. Showing at
Railroad Square Cinema througli
September 10. Thursday at 7 pm,
Friday and Saturday at 8,9 and 11.
Saturday and Sunday matanees at
3:00.873-6526.
HOWS CINEMA LISTING
JFK -DRIVE , 873-1500
Parenthood. Ron Howard*s
playfull look at the relationship between children and their parents.
Rated PG. Show times: 1:50,7:00,
9:35.
Lock-Up. This is Sylvester Stalone's latest flick which continues
with the same old (humfff) macho,
(urghhh) beat- 'em-up, (duhhh),
tough-guy-in-an-adverse-situation
plot. Rated R. Show times: 2:00,
7:10, 9:50.
Turner and Hooch. Goofy Cop +•
Disgusting Dog = A big slobbery
mess. Rated PG. Show times: 1:30,
7:30,9:40.
UncleBuch Writer/directorJohn
Hughs slots John Candy as an uncle
whose misadventures in babysitting
are evidently' the stuff which movies
are made of. Rated PG. Show
times.l:40, 7:40, 9:55.
Dead Poets Society. Robin Williams plays the professor that we all
would like to take a class with in this
thought-provolking story which everyone at Colby should be able to
relate to. Rated PG. Show times:

A Day s Escape:

...a suggestion for when you know that you
have to get away, but you don 't know to
where .
nebec river to Winslow, and pick
The Camden Hills State Park, off
By Cinda H. Jones
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENTEDITOR
Camden, Maine.
Camden is the closest coastal town

to Colby arid, at only an hour away,

it is a choice spot for a day's adventure.
Casually chic shops and restaurants along tlie watcrfirontstrcetsoffer
a full day 's entertainment, but play
only a small part in this comfortable
little village.

ofR te. 1, offers scenic hikes up small
mountains which overlook theMaine
coast.
A favorite hike of visitors is up Mt,
Megunticook. It is a leisurely 2 1/2
hour hike of low excrsion, and, from
numerous look-out points, you'll
catch magestic views,
If you 'd rather sec tlio sights from
a lower altitude, call up Captain Jack
Moore at 207-236-4687 and askhim
about hour-long cruises and sails
through Camden 's harbor.
How to get therefromhere:
From Waterville, go over the Ken-

Rte. 137 east from there, Take 137 to
Rtc. 202.south in China , and follow
this to South China where you '11t ake
a left onto route 3 east.
At Sherman's Comer, take a right
onto the converging Rtcs. of 220 and
173. Follow 173 to Searsmont.
In Searsmont, take a right onto Rte.
131 south and then get on Rte. 105
east, 105 east will take you tlirough
Hope and all the way to Camden ,
Camdon, if you remember, is your
final destination. Tho roads are rural
and the trip should take about an
hour.

2:00, 7:20, 9:50.

The Abyss.This is an underwater
thriller with hints of both sciencefiction, and romance. Rated PG13.
Show times:- 1:30, 7:00, 9:45,

Music
"La Fete Francai se: Philippe Brun-

eau Ensemble" . "Big Sounds From

All Over"presents traditional andnew
style accordian Quebec folk music
through September 14. Pordand Performing Arts Center* 25a Forest Av.,
Portland. For tickets or more information, call 774-0465.

Exhibits

AnthropologyMuseum. Univ.of ME,
Orono.Specializingin CentralAmerican material, this museumis open on
weekdays from 9:00 until 4:00 and
on Saturday and Sunday Until 3:00.
581-190L
Wadsworth-LongfellowHouse. Built
in 1785, this boyhood home of poet
Henry Wadsworth-Longfellow
boasts late Colonial architecture and
decor, and is open Tuesday through
Saturday from 10:00until 4:00. 2892301.

Brazilian Arts Trio. To perform on
Friday at 1:00 PM at the USM Portland Campus Center,and on Saturday
at 8:00 PM at the Olin Arts Center at
Bates College.

Maine State Museum. Exhibits of
Maine's natural, environmental and
S ocial history, as well as its manufacturing heiritage are shown. Open
weekdays from 9:00 to 5:00, and on
weekends until 4:00. 289-2301.

An Odyssey Through Jewish Music.
Faye Jeser, a classical pianist, also
Willsinglsraeli and Jewish folk songs
at 8:00 PM on September 9, Temple
Shalom Synagogue-Center, 674Bradman St..Auburn.

Portland Museum of Art. "Andrew
Wyeth in Maine" features over 62
waretcolors and drawings,many celebrate the 200th anniversary of the institution of lighthouse service.

cIheater
Laura. The first sceneopens in Laura's
apartment. A portrait of this beautiful
woman is over the fireplace. A
woman's dead body is on the floor.
The face is ¦unrecognizablymutilated.
Is it the beautiful and dearly loved
Laura? Who would have motive?
This romantic murder mystery can be
seen at the Lakewood Summer Theater on route 201 in Skowhegan at 8:00
PM, through September 9. Tickets
are $7.50. 474-7176.
Noodle v Doodle Box. This awardwinning Paul Maar play is about two
clowns with a love of bickering. It is
showing on September 9, 16, 23 and
30 at 10:00 and 2:00. Call 933-9999
for reservations.
Port land Players ' Open House. This
SouthPortlandTheatre Company will
serve refreshments and hold backstage tours beginning at 7:00 PM. At
8:00 gala entertainment will begin.
Thaxter Theatre, 420 Cottage Road.
799-7337.

Colby Museumof Art. Paintings by
Neil Welliver. Monday-Saturday
10:00- 12:00, 1:00-4:00. Sundav
2:004:30. 872-3228.

*E?(tra
Outing Club Cabin. Only 10 miles
away is beautiful lake-front spot of
Colby's whichis yours to take advantage of. You can bring a boat, a
motley group of friends, a dinner to
cook-out, or just a special friend to
share a sunset with!(Awooo!) . You
can pick up a map in the O.C, case in
the Student Center.
BalloonDrifters. ThisAgusta-based
Hot Air B alloon Company of fers rides
So that you can view the State-oMaine from a new angle. Price of
ride includes champaigne upon arrival. 622-1211.
Clinton Agricultural Fair. From
September7th through the 10th, there
will be agricultural events such as
horse, pony and oxen pullings, 4whccl drive shows, and horse shows.
Call 474-8287.
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Freshmen Are
No More
X he Dean's office has deemed 'first year stu
dents' the more acceptable and appropriate terrr
for referring to rookie students and included ii
in all orientation info rmation distribu ted t o new
and returning students this fall.
Many see the language change, small as it is, as an effort in futility.
But, if first year student makes one person feel more comfortable or
another more inclined to consider the plight of women in society then
the Dean'shave struck on a potential goldmine for greater equality both
on and off the hillPresident Cotter responded to the Women's Group charge "to confront sexism through examination, education, and discussion'' with a
stated commitment to establish a standing faculty-student -administration commission to review the status of women on campus. His commitment remains tentative in the eyes of many, however, as volunteered
names are still being accepted, appointments have yet to be made and
little else has been done to underscore a societal problem deserving of
equal priority given the racism and minority issues on campus.
No one in the. Colby community should remain complacent on the
issuof women's rights. We should all demand greater parity among
tenured faculty. While the non tenured faculty shows greater parity, the
tenured group currently "boasts" only one female for every four , tenured male professors.
And, instead of two male doctors and one woman at the Health Center,
it should be the inverse. Saying first year student is a nice gesture, now
lets get to work.

In put Ignored
1he college listens to students and that's good
Our administrators form committees and
more committees. They look students in the eye
and say things, like "Thanks, we really appreciate your input."Just as the students who sat on
the I-PLAY committee last year were thanked
for their input.

Well, input is polite, but power is better. And Colby seems to have a
tough time with student power. They don't seem to like the idea of us
being able to overrule their decisions and not vice versa. (Maybe Janice
Seitzinger is afraid we'd send her on a permanent sabbatical.) When
student input agrees with the administration, the committee's decisions
are held up as a model for cooperation and a symbol of student opinion at
workinfluencing policy.But,when students disagree with the Colby elite,
their ideas are often trampled, the administration relying on their "superior wisdom ".
While the administration listened to students about I-PLAY, it didn't
matter much in the end. After we left for the summer, they disregarded a
committee recommendation to have two intramural leagues - one for
residence hall teams and one for all-campus teams. Instead they opted to
trash a working system and replace it with a new one. The only problem
is the new system is really an old system - one that was soundly rejected
by students several years ago.
Student Association President Tom Sherry said that having only hall
residence teams will work this time around , bu t expressed concern abou t
how the decision was made.
The Administration appreciates your input, Tom.

LETTER S TO THE EDITOR )
Colby Should
Have Kept Wally
An Open Letter to the Swim Coach
Search Committee:
I have known Wally Lutkus for
almost twenty years. He was my
coach, my supervisor and , my
mentor. To suggest that Wally is
"too demanding and high powered" and that he believes in "quantity over quality"is ludicrous. Wally
believes in teaching each individual to reach to achieve their full
potential. The lessons I learned from
Wally about doing a job right and

taking pride when my accomplish- committed to excellence in all they
ments match my potential still serve do and with the desire to reach to
me well every day in my job as the achieve their full potential. Not
Director of a large engineering only is Wally Lutkus this kind of
department.
man but, he has the rare ability to
Why does a former student of teach others to be this committed. I
Watty 's living clear out in San Di- know because this is something
ego, care enough to write this let- Wally taught me.
ter? Because as Ms. White said
It is not my place to criticize the
"Wallyis really caring. He willhelp committees decision. I would,
you with any problem."
however, like the committee to
Regrettably this letter comestoo know that they have lost a talented
late to help Wally. And maybe and special coach and teacher. I
swimming work outs will be easier believe Colby College will be poorer
next year. But one day soon those for it.
who seek an easier path will find
that success instead comes to those James E. Stone

Sund ay, 8p.m., Lovejoy 100
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Organizational
Meetin g
More than 100 students
expressed an interest in
workin g for the Echo at the
recent club fair. Why don 't
you j oin them Sunday night!
i

We have seve ral positions
available for reporters ,
adve rtising representatives ,
layout assistants , circul ation
manager , subsc riptions manager .
Come check us out.

OPINION

The Colors Are Changing
By Kathleen McKierman
OP INI ONS EDITOR

I was driving back up to Colby
along ol' 1-95 for the second time
this week and noting with dread
the already turning colors of Maine
leaves when the neon-blue sign I
had passed a few miles before proclaiming "Maine The Way Lif e
Should Be",brought a fewthoughts
about the quickly approaching
Colby campus to mind.
Frankly,I had a few doubts that
Maineis the way life should be, but
the Maine tourism bureau obviously has no quandry with the statement.The monstroussign that bears
-the message greets everyone who
crossesintoVacationland at the
Maine border on 1-95. 1wonder if
the people sunning themselves on
Daytona Beach know about this
little fact? Is life supposed to consist
of 35 degree nights in the summertime - or is it all just a little joke? I
mean,theycouldn't be serious could
they?
Pulling up to Mayflower Hill, I
found out the way life should be
changed a bit over the summer.
The water situation is pretty
much the same; Mudd water is

awful and the rest probably won t
kill you. But Stu-A Treasurer Matt
Dumas has decided to make the
best of the not-so-great drinking
situation.
Dumas is already provinghe's a
business man to the core. He's
started his own campus company
called PureWater Distributers that
hopes to satisfy the needs of those
who choose not to drink from Colby
taps. For $16.90 a semester, the
companywilldeliverbottled Mount
Katahdin Water biweekly to anywhere on campus.
Another positivechange returning students will notice is that students entering Colby won tbe called
freshmen anymore,but more accurately:first year students. By acting
on last semester's suggestion from
the women's group to implement
gender-neutral language, the college has taken a step forward in
dealing with sexism on campus.
Lets just hope they don't stop there.
While it looks like the women's
group got the administration to at
least open an ear, it seems student
input is only valued when it's
something the college wantsto hear.
Kind of reminds me of my great
uncle who turns off his hearing aid
when he doesn't agree with what
you have to say. Case in point of the

administration turning a deaf ear the summer I-Play changes.Regardless of whether the changes will
help the system or not - the administrators that decided to make the
changes could haveat least listened
to students before they decided to
ignore their wishes.
Which brings me to yet another
bright summertime decision - the
new alcohol policy. Student Center
partygoers will now have to file
into the student center kitchen
under the glare of flourescent lights
to retrieve their soggycupof Busch.
No longer will thirsty dancers and
arm-railwall-flowerscrowd around
a corner table. The administration
wants some decorum, please. Instead ofduckingundersome strangers sweating armpit and straining
your empty cup towards a keg like
Oliver Twist asking for more, the
administration wants a nice single
file linegoing into the kitchen where
partygoers can be doled out their
share of brew like respectable post
prep-schoolers.A nice idea in concept, but c'mon folks. When push
comes to shove you can make a
student center party fun - but you
can't make it dignified.
I guess if Maine is the waythings
should be - Colby is the way thing?
are.

Hallmates Not Teammates

Studen t s On
The Stre et

"What do you think of ihe
Administration 's decision to change
teams?"
ihe ru les f orf orming I-PLAY

Erika Dresser, '90:

Dean Zioze, 691:

"I think you 're isolating your
friends that way. They 're (I-Play
games) made to be fun. By splitting
up groups of friends you -won 't get
as much participation as in the
past."

"I don't agree fraternities should
be there, but I think friends should
be able to get people together on
teams. I think the school is doing its
best to get rid of the frats, but I
think this may fce taking it too far."

One Student 's Perspective On The Ima ge Of The Commons System
By Steve Collier
STAFF "WHITER
While the beginning of each year
is a time to reunite with friends, to
be optimistic about the upcoming
semester, and to engage in old and
new areas of interest,I must confess
that the first news I heard upon
returning to campus (other than the
soccer field construction) swung my
amotions from benevolence to
malevolence — namely, the new 1Playrule which confinesteam scouting and participation to dormitories in an attempt to fortify the Commons system.

I was immediately irate at this
new ploy to disperse the underground fraternities at the expense
of the entire student population,
but I didn't decide to write about
the administration's summer-time
decision (cleverly crafted to avoid
student input) until I returned from
my mailbox to read the following
quote in one of the numerous pamphlets : "The Commons System
fosters a sense of community, of
physical space, and of belonging."
I'm not sure who was consulted
for the previous statement, but I
was not. Colby College took courageous initiative when it abolished
the long-standing fraternities and

Sherr y Extends Greetin gs

Welcome back; good to see you such as the Course Credit" System,
again; how was your summer? the Eight Semester Rule, and a
where are you living? Its hard to social fee. We are working closely
begin a new year at Colby without with the Commons Presidents to
such inevitable questions. For the develop commons unity through
Student Association, Commons intramurals and Commons events.
This is the beginning of an excitleaders, and hallstaff, summer
ended nearly two weeks ago as ing year. Discussions concerning
discussion and preparation for the students interestshave already been
new year began. We spent long voicedi If you have problem or an
hours clarifying the hall president issue tha t warran t s di scussion ,t alk
role,defining the hall council,and t o your Hall President, that is how
the system is designed to workestablishing goals.
Colby
is our school, our diploma
The Stu dent Association has
have
worked to establish a line of com- will bear its name. Wo should
/
munication where student opin- a stake i n Colby's po!icies that afion will be expressed more effec- fect us and the outside world. As
tively In issues that effect this col- students wo should play a part in
lege. The role of the hall president, Colby'sdevelopmentand improvein conjunction with hall meetings ment. The. student voice can be
and Presidents' Council, will en- heard as long as the student body is
able student opinion to havo im- willing to speak. It's easy, it's fun,
pact on college policy. Stu-A will and it's healthy. Let's have a good
also be organizing a student/fac- year.
ulty/administration open forum,
where students can directly exTom Sherry
press their concerns. The Stu-A
Exec will be looking into issues Stu den t Associati on Presiden t

created the Commons system to fill
the social void the college propagated by banning the frats. I don't
want to sound pro-fraternity because I'm not. There's no need for
exclusionary groupsand the hostility they create on a small campus.
But, there is a need f or f reedom of
choice, independent conclusions,
and a candidness about existing
institutions.Therosy,candy-coated
image of the Commons system that
the administration shovels down
first year students'throats disturbs
me because it is inaccurate and onesided.
Freedom is valued more heavily than anything in this country
and that freedom includes associating with people you like. Apparently the Colby administration
doesn't realize that people inherently form groups with other people
who share similar interests, or that
it's healthy.
Similarly, proponent s of fraternities can't comprehend the elementary fact that men can be friends
without forming exclusionary
groups specializing in male-bonding. Living next to a person is not a
prerequisite or a stipulation for
friendship, yet it is this false sense
of unity that the administration is
promotingundertheCornmonssystern.
Gran t ed, whether I play intramurals with my best friends or
people from my dorm is unlikely to
have a major impact on my future,
Perhaps I'm acti ng immaturely by
rendering a guilty verdict without
experimenting with the new system, but it endlessly annoys mo
thatmoreeffbrtisexpclled attempting to combat secret meetings held
by a smallpercentageof Colby men
than is applied towards the
productive use of bettering life
at Colby for everyone.

Sue Andersen, '91:

"I think that the motive behind it is
good for dorm unity, but I also
think they should have two levels of
play, a serious league and a nonserious league."

Davie Kew, '90:

"That 's great ,it's wonderful.
Because then they can 't do these
superstar teams that are beating
everybody else. It gives guys like
me a chance to play football and it
won 't be so competetive."

Elin Baird , '91:

Pete And rews, '92:

"That sucks. Teams won't be as
good as they were last year. Teams
will b e more even mayb e, but you
still enn't play with your friends."

"It would be better to have two
levels, where In the dorm (league)
girls would be less Intimidated and
could go out and have a good
time."

Photos by Bob Lian

CLASSIFIEDS/PERSONALS
Mountain Bike
Univega Alpina Uno
21" frame; 26x1.9" wheels
indexed Shimano SIS shifting
new crankset & chainrings; Mt. Zefal pump
Ritchey Force "K" tires & 2 extra sets of tires
(for road & off-road)
chainring protector
—$275

FOR SALE:
Car
1982 Nissan Sentra
4-door
60,000 miles _
'
r adio
roof rack
""
no rust
---$2500

John Ukins, library X3289
(home: 87?.-6161 3-9p_m.)
¦
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WELCOME BACK
COLBY STUDENTS!

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS

J FK PLAZA , WATERVILLE
• ' ]}
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There will be a mandatory
meetin g for all clubs that are
funded by the Student
Association on
Wednesday September 13, at
6:30 p.m. in thePage Commons
Room.
DON'S NEW & USED
[py MTy^ i

15% DISCOUNT
WITH COLBY LD.
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all seasoiis iaS
X
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Outdoor Recreation Specialists
^^i '.
Hours: MonThur 9-5:30; Fri 9-8; Sat 9-5 ^%^.
109 Main Street » Waterville. Maine 0-901 « 20r-B73 7aon .
^

COUCHES - CHAIRS- TABLES - BEDS
872-9356
20 BOSTON AVENUE , WINSLOW
* 10% DISCOUNT ON EVERYTHING FOR THE FIRST

.

WEEK OF CLASSES
% EXTENDED HOURS

* SELECTED NEW & USED TEXTS

(WARDEN'S CARPETS INC.
184 COLLEGE AVENUE, WATERVILLE
873-7703
OPEN END REMNANTS
IN MANY COLORS AND SIZES
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Get off the Hill for a
Real Homecooked breakfast
at

*•
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NOW OPEN AT 10 RAILROAD SQ UARE

BONNIE 'S

Colby -Special
2 Eggs,

Baco n , Toast,
Pancakes ,
Homefries
& Coffee

$4.50

DINER

Sunshine , Spgclal

2 Eggs , '
2 Slices of

French Toast &
Homefries
$2.95

Come and browse through our wide selection
of books. Enjoy some gourmet coffee or tea and
fresh -baked pastries.
wmmmmm m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m

Open Seven Days a Week
5:30a.m.- 2:00p.m.
Benton Avenue - Winslow
Bear left after the Winslow bridge - then 3 miles ahead on the left.

I

872-0939
Open 10 a.m. -7 p.m., Mon. thru Thurs., 10 a.m. -9 p.m., Fri. & Sat.
i
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Home of Colby's Own Homemade

SLICES PLUS PIZZA
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Call Ext ension 3332 For Deliveries.

We Honor Pizza Hut And Domino's Coupons !

ACCURATELY GUESS...
-------- _------------ _---_-H-___ ----_--^
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THIS WEEK' S SCORE FOR
COLBY' S FOOTBALL GAME AND
-

WIN
A FREE 12" CHEE SE PIZZA AND TWO 16-OUNC E SOFT
DRINKS IN THE SPA

I
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I

PLACE YOUR
BALLOTS AT
THE
REGISTER
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Visit The Spa For Information On Upcomin g Events:
%

Live Ban ds - Movie Nights - Weekend Sp ecials
HOURS

Mondays and Tuesda ys
Wednesda ys
Thursdays
Frida ys
Saturda ys

%

9 a.m. -11 p.m.
9 a.m. -12 midnight
9 a.m. -1 a.m.
9 a.m. -2 a.m.
1p.m. - 11p.m.

Rookie Rules

If you canfind aM-dntosh
in mis room,we might put one
incurs.Eree
v

By Lori Wright

FEATURES EDITOR

College life—you've heard about it. You'vebeen instructed ,
guided, and lectured to for the past week by the responsible
people on campus—Deans, hall staff, and the President. Now
it's the Echo 's turn.
X
We're in Maine. On top of a hill in Maine. It gets cold here.
So, wear a hat if nothing else.Heat escapes through the brain.
Find a way to the top of the library tower—the last tier from
where the blue light shines. It just -takes asking the right people,
and once you're up there the view of Colby and Waterville is
breathtaking. Additionally,if you're up there early Saturdayor
Sunday morning you can see the guilty ones walking the paths
back to their respective dorms.
If you're the guilty one, walk fast with your head down and
take a road less travelled, although it'sbeen walked many times
before.
.
About the blue light,there'sa myth behind it. Ask someone.
Freshmen year is an advisble and exusable timet'o procrastinate,but do something adventurous and fun. For a long study
break, find someone with a car and go to L.L. Bean or a truck
stop that's open 24 hours a day. If you have a hint of selfdiscipline left and want to take a shorter study break, checkout
the campus' aboretum or support a sports team. Or forget all
this and just buy some beer, order a pizza, and plug in your
favorite tape.
Just as classes and work start as early as Sam, so can a party!
This is called a Doghead. The name originated from the looks
of people's hair when it goes straight from the pillow to the
party, bypassing the shower, which is rule number one.
Chain your. Colby I.D. to yourself. If you put it in your
pocket it will most likely go through the washing machine. If
you put it on your tray,it will end up in either the trash(yum!)
or in the hands of a Seller's employee, in which case it's recoverable. Under the hew "same I.D. for four years" policy,a lost
I.D. will be a hassle to replace, so keep an eye on it.
Don't go to your mailbox more than once a day. Just don't.
You will get depressed and angry at everyone who should be
writing you.
If you need aspirin,go to the Health Center. They'll give it
to you every time.
Be nice to the indivduals who work in ,the MacLab. You'll
confront them, red-eyed and panick-stricken at least once this
year, probably when the little ominous black bomb appears on
your screen. Serious stuff. In other words, don't let them catch
you copyingprograms onto your discs,reserving computers,or
making multiple copies of 10 page papers.
Not that you should bediscrimmatory in who you're nice to,
but some other key figures include:
l)Safety and Security. When your roommate locks
you out of the room, in your towel, you'll be calling them.
2) Dining hall employees. If they like you, they'll dig
out your favori te cereal, another loaf of bluberry bread, two
packets of your requested tea, etc. They might let you in the
dining hall if you forget your I.D., but don't bank on it.
3) Ellie. She runs the post office and subsequently
handles your precious care packages. Enough said.
4) Dean of Housing Paul Johnston. You were guaranteed a permanent room freshman year, but that changes as a
sophomore, If you're stuck with a bad room-draw number,
which is anything above 10, pestering him with a smile might
increase your chances at a room with four walls.
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In what will surely be the easiest test of your intellect this term,Apple invites you
to try winning a free Apple*Macintosh*Plus personal computer merely byfinding it in
this drawing.
We'll even give you a hint: It's riot the table, the lamp, or the chair.
Now you're on your own..
.
To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold on your
campus. Oh, all right, we'll give you a hint for that, too: Look at the bottom of this ad.
But do it really,really fast. Because only one Macintosh is being given away on
this campus, and if s going to happen soon.
Soon, as in right away.Pronto. Quick-like.
But hey, you can take a hint.
*

.

Somebody's goingto win a freeMacintosh.
Enter September 11th-September 29th

Colby Bookstore-Roberts Union
© 1989 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Illustration © 1989 Matt Greening.
One entry per person, please.Only Fulltime students, faculty,and staff are eligible to win.

Need a p lace f or all your books?
Handmade from knotty white pine by
master cra ftsman / with doveta il construetion , recessed back , molded edges.
Unfinished (or can be finished for
nominal charge )

Money back guarantee.
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WELCOME BAC K COLBY!
CHAMPIONS' COLLEG E NIGHT
IS BACK IN FULL SWING!
I

1/2 PRICE DRINKS
T
750 COORS & COORS LIGHT

! . ^-^ SEE YOU THERE!

QRamp ions SF..

Dear Mom and Dad,
Af you've ever wondered what Colby's like when parent's weekend is over, this is your chance to find out. Most
of what you hear about Colby spouts from the official mouths of college administrators, so you may not have heard much
about The ColbyEcho - we're one group the college doesn't boast about very often. Of course/we don't bra g mu ch about
them either. Fair is fair.
But everyone has fans, even the Echo.We count Ralph Nelson,a 1960 graduat e of Colby who now helps recruit students,
as someone firmly in our corner. "Thank you for producing a 1988-89 Colby Echo that is so upbeat, clear, and comprehensive," Nelson wrote in a letter to the editor last spring. "Since I am a volunteer recruiter for Colby,the college sends me
the Echo so that I can keep abreast of campus affairs and have something to discuss with prospective students. This year
the paper has been produced at a very professional level, and I have been uniformly proud of its tone and content." We
think Ralph is an okay g uy .
So,if you prefer to think of Mayflower Hill as a protected garden of academia where the sun sets in glorious splendor
over Johnson Pond every night, The Colby Echo isn'tihe newspaper for you. Just continue reading Colby Currents or the
Colby magazine. But,if you want to know what's going on at Colby,subscribe to the Echo. Below is a short list of headlines
from spring issues of the Echo and those other two Colby publications that may help differentiate between us and them;
'
The Colby Echo
Contamination Closes Water Sites
. Student Found Guilty of Making Racial Slurs
Colby Hosts Women's Studies Conference
Tuition Pays For Abortions
White Mule Cagers Are Kicking Ass
No Blacks In Early Admission

The Others
Now Starring at Colby: The Moon
Winter Brings Heat to the Hill
Designing a Major Dream
Extracurricular Activity:Caring
Hockey Season Had Its Moments
Cotter Speaks in Zambia

We hope you enjoy this issue of the Echo and we'd like to continue sending you Colby's student newspaper. If you mail
back the form below before September 29, you'll receive each issue of the Echo for only $17.00. That's a 15percent discount
from our normal subscription rate. We guarantee delivery or we'll refund your subscription. If you procrastinate your
letter is postmarked after September 29, you'll be charged the normal $20 subscription rate.
Subscribe to the Echo today. ,
Best wishes (even if you don't subscribe),

The Colby EchoSisdi
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Special Offer: Receive every issue of The Colby Echo
- guaranteed a minimumof 24 issues this academic year
- guaranteed delivery
Only $17.00 (15percent off the normal subscription price).
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Please make checks payable to The Colby Echo.
Mail this form to:The Colby Echo, subscriptions
.'
Colby College, Roberts Union
Waterville, ME 04901
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September

FOOTBALL
23
30
7
14
21
28
4
11

October

November

A
H
A
H
A
A
H
H

Trinity
Hamiliton
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams
Bates
Middlebury
Bowdoin

September

1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:00
1:00
12:00

Captains: Jeff Phelps, Chris White
Coach: Tom Austin
September

October

MEN'S SOCCER
9
15
16
19
23
26
28
' 1
3
7
12
14
21
25
28

Captain: Rob Hyland
Coach: Mark Serdjenian

September

Alumni
Norwich
Middlebury
UMF
Babson
Thomas
U. New England
Tuft s
U.Southern ME
Clark
ME Maritime Ac
Conn College
Bowdoin
U. Maine
Bates

H
A
A
A

'

.

H
A
H
H
H
A .
H
A
A
A '

1:30
3:00
11:00
3:30
H
3:30
3:30
3:00
3:30
2:00
3:00
11:00
11:00
2:30
11:00

9
16
21
27
1
3
6
14
21

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
23
30

A

12:00

A

11:00

A
A

2:00

A

12:00

October

24

Captain: To be Elected
Coach: Dcbby Pluck

31

Plymouth St
Kents Hill School
Hebron Academy
Gould Academy
Kents Hill School
Bowdoi n
Mt. Holyo ke

24
27 .
28
31
4-5

U. Maine
Sommons
MIT
Bates
October
Bowdoin
U. Vermont
Dartmouth
U.New
Hampshire
13-14 MAIAW Tourn.
17
Bowdoin
20-21 New England 's
at Amherst
Co-Captains: Sandra Humphrey, Eileen Kinney
Coach: Paula Aboud

September

H

16
22
23
26
4
6
7
10

GOLF

15-16

25
October

A

5

20
Captain: Albert (B.J.) Evans
Coach: Sid Farr
A
H
A
A
A

2:30
5:00
3:30
4:00
4:00

A

3:30

A

2:30

Plymouth State
Plymouth State
Bates
UMF
Tufts ,
U.Southern ME
Gordon
Nichols
New England
College
Bowdoin
Wesleyan
Trinity
Mt. Holyoke
NIAC and ECAC TBA

WOMEN'S TENNIS

22-23

WOMEN 'S "B" FIELD HOCKEY
16
21
25
16
19

November
Captain: To Be Elected
Coach: Debby Pluck

September

September
pctober

H

11:00

A

12:00

A
A

1:00

A
A
H

A

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY

WOMEN'S SOCCER

SE Mass U.
Bowdoin,
U. Sothern ME
at Bowdoin
7
Codfish Bowl
October
at Franklin Park
14
NESCAC at Amherst
21
State Meet at "
Bowdoin
27
New Englands
at Franklin Park A
4
ECAC Champs.
November
at Colby
11
N.E. Div. HI
Champs at Augustana
College, IL
Co-Cnptains: Ken Barber, Richard Cook
Coach: Jim Wescott

September

U.Southern ME
SE Mass Univ
Invitational .
30
CBB at Bowdoin A
October
7
Codfish Bowl
at Franklin Park
14
NESCAC at
Amherst
21
MAIAW atBowdoin
28
New England's
at Mt Hermon
Mountain, MA
November
4
ECAC Champs.
at Colby
11
NE Div III
Champs, and NCAA
Qualifier at SE
Mass. Univ.
18
NCAA Champs,
at Augu stana
College, IL
Co-Captians: Karin Killmer, Gretchen Schwarze
Coach: Debbie Aitken
September

16
23

October

9
Alumnae
H
3:30
13
Thomas
H
3:30
16
Wheaton
A
2:00
19
U.Southern ME
A
3:30
H
3:30
23
Curry
29
Bridgewater St
H'
3:30
October
1
Tufts
H
1:00
4
Bowdoin
H
3:30
7
Amherst
A
11:00
'
A
3:00
12
Bates
14
Clark
A
2:00
21
Salem State
H
2:00
27
Wesleyan
A
3:00
28
Plymouth State
A
2:00
NIAQECAC
TBA
November
4-5
Co-Captians: Margaret Clymer, Kirsten Rossner, Sonja Wiberg
Coach: David LaLiberty

September

2:00

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Bowdoin
Invitational
Husson
Invitational
CBB Match
at Bowdoin
ECAC Qualifier
at Middlebury
Colby Invite

MEN'S "B" SOCC ER
23
26
11
18
21

24

28

Captain: To be Elected
Coach: To Be Announced

Kents Hill School
Bates
Bowdoin
Bridgton
Acedemy
Bowdoin
Ba t es
Kents Hill School

A
A
H
A
H
A
A
H

9:30
1:00
3:30
4:00
2:00
3:30
4:00
1:00

H
A
A
A
A

1:00
2:30
3:00
1:00
3:00

H
H
A
H
H
A
A
A
H
A

.

12:00
3:30
2:00
3:30
3:30
4:00
TBA
3:30
3:30

A

A'

1:00

A
A

12:00

A
H

H
A
H

11:00
3:00
3:30

•'H
A

3:30
10:30
3:30
1:30

H

A

Waitin g Gam e To Be Pla yed On New Field
by Steven. Graber
STAFF WHITER

The soccer team-will still practiceon the old field, but will play its
games on the football field this
season, starting today (9/7) with a
scrimmage against Husson. There
is concern on the part of some of the
football team about the added wear.
One senior football player, Gilles
Lajeunesse, admitting that football
alone puts much damage on the
field, said simply "get them off my
field."

"Lumpy"Loebs soccer field will
soonbereplacedbyanew field. But
not too soon.
A new grass field, complete
•with a drainage system, is under
construction across from Johnson
Pond, right next to the old field.
The grass sod is in place but has yet
to -take root, so Colby must wait
until next season before the White
"Get them off my
Mule soccer team breaks the field
field."
in. Coach Mark Serdjenian said he
was also concerned about damage
Senior fo otball
from spectators if the field was used
this fall.
player Gilles
Senior Soccer Captain Rob HyLajeunesse
Iand attended a meeting on the new
playing field. Mud and pools of
water should no longer be a probItremainstobeseeniftheadded
lem because the field has been con- use and wear on the football field
structed with a very gradual slope will make it uneven or dangerous,
to allow rain water to drain. Hy- another 'lumpy" Loebs. Perhaps
Photo by Bob Lian land said the water would filter the biggest concern should be that
Head soccer coach Mark Serdjenian is concerned not only with the playing surface of the new through the earth and sod to a no one walks through the big patch
gravel bed, where it will channel of poison ivy growing in front of the
f ield but also with the impact of fans on the gra ssless hillside.
¦
new but still unused soccer field.
out of the field.
¦
—
1

The Critical Point
By Dave Weissman
SPORTS EDITOR

The semester is barely 24 hours old and already the administration has managed to ruffle a few feathers
-including mine. Their decision to discard the successful I-PLAY intramuralprogramof the past several years
and replace it with a commons based system was a poor call and is unfair to the student body.
In the past, people were able to field teams consisting of any member of the Colby community - in other
words, one's friends. In some cases, these teamsmay have represented illegal fraternities. But, as anyone at
all familiar with the operations of thel-Play of old can tell you, the majority of teams have been comprised
of non-fraternity related athletes.
Under the new system, students who wish to participate in I-PLAY are forced to play on dorm teams,
regardless of whether or not one's friends live in that particular building. Not only does such a policy restrict
our basic freedom of choice, it also reinstates a commons based intramural system which was abandoned
several years ago as a result of student opinion, a system which failed miserably.
Herein lies a basic problem - the lack of student opinion in this decision. I-PLAY is a student dominated
activity. Teams are comprised by and almost solely made up of students,leagues are organized by student
coordinators. Yet, not one student was there when the college decided to completely overhaul the I-PLAY
system. A bad move.
The Dean's office cites three reasons for making this change: to promote greater levels of participation,
Photo by Bob Lian
particularly for women but also including those who may have been intimidated by the highly competitive
nature of I-PLAY in the past, to promote the new governance system, and to further efforts at reducing the Quarterback Chris White, Righ t, fullback, Jon Bartlett, and
offensive btxckfield coach, Butch Climmons are just a f e w of
influence of underground fraternities on campus.
the Colby athletes and coaches who are entering their second
All of these are fundamentally sound principles from'which the Colby community stands to benefit. The week of pre-season
intramural program should serve as large a segment of the population as is possible and involving student
representatives in the process may help to improve the weak but steadily improving commons system. And,
the fact that fraternities continue to exist on campus is certainly a slap in the face to the administration.
Still, the I-PLAY system is an inappropriate arena in which to address these issues. Denying students the
opportunity to choose who they can play ball with, whether they are fra ternity students or not, is an insult.
It is not the administration'sj ob to choose our friends for us, although this policy would seem to indicate just
that. I'm cur
ious to see what may come next - perhaps assigned seating in the dining halls?
In limiting student's ability to put together teams of their choosing, the level of competition of the I-PLAY
leagues will be greatly reduced. Although there are those who might argue that intramurals are not supposed
to be highly competit ive,the fact that around 1200 people participated in I-PLAY last year indicates that these
people are in the minority. Besides which, the option to form "B" leagues as well as coed leagues has always
existed,
There is an easy solution to this problem. The idea of forming two separate intramural leagues has been
bounced around in the past, and would serve the needs of the Colby community best. A dorm based league
as proposed would address administativo concerns for more involvement. Add to this an all-campus league
in the more popular sports which allows for a high level of competition without restricting our freedom of
choice, It con work, Look at last spring's highly successful I-PLAY softball program, which included a
competitive men's league a& well as a full coed league.
The fraternity problem will take care of itself, and not allowing members to play intramural football
together will not hasten the process. The I-PLAY system of the recent past worked well. Full, competitive
leagues abounded each season and . stud ent enthusiasm was high, Tho administration should not allow tho
existence of 120 or so illegal fraternity members dictate a policy which affects a much larger segment of the

population.

Amaral Replaces
Lutkus As Coach
and I m looking to be on a 50-50
relationship wi th them,"
Amaral is looking to be a very
vocal supporter and has already
From the woods of New York to proven that she is willing to go as
the woods of Maine comes first year hard as her players in the fact that
head swim coach Shelley'Ama ral, she has been playing, as well as
having just completed her master's assistant coaching the women's
degree at Ithaca College. Amaral soccer team, She says/Trn really
was an undergraduate student at into being supportive and using
St. Bonaventure University and was constructive criticism. I rarely get
an assistant swim coach at Ithaca. angryand yell.I wanttohear what
She is stepping into ex-swim my swimmers have to say."
When pressed for a prediction
coach Wally Lutkus' shoes b u t says
she does not feel any pressure tak- on the upcoming seasbn Amaral
ing overthe role. *
gave a 4-2 outlook for this year's
"I've been doing this long -Mulo swim team. Citinp; the vaenough that I'm not intimidated by cancy of a few swimmers early in
any swimmer. Colby College finds the season. Amaral was unable to
itself with six swimmers here that give the 6-0 prediction that Mules
know ar e o f a very goo d qual it y fans would have loved to see.
By Billy Goodman
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Coaching Changes Abound On The Hill
j l\x the close of last year's academic year the state of affairs of athletic coaches was somewhat akin to the final days of

'Tricky" Dick Nixon's presidency.There were people leaving, scandals in the air and others had just sort of disappeared
like the first few minutes of Nixon's tapes.

However, the air has cleared, the fieldhouse is still standing, and Colby College finds itself with seven new athletic coaches
and a new sports information director. Willthis breath of fresh air in the programs breathe new life,or will programs have
,
to start from scratch? Stay tuned to the Colby Echo in the weeks to come to find put. .
.

Goulet Goes To Ottawa
of controversy, in that his performance record and coaching techniques had come under fire in reArguably the biggest coaching cent years. Whitmore acknowlchange of the summer comes in the edged that this may have played a
news that men'shead hockey coach role in Goulet's decision to leave
Mickey Goulet has resignedhis post Colby, although a chance to coach
at Colby to accept the head coach- at the DivisionI level is an opportuing position at the University of nity few would pass up.
Ottawa,a Division I program in the
Despite all of the controversy
Canadian College League. Goulet surrounding him,"Mickey Goulet's
leaves Waterville after a 12-year presence will be missed a great
career with the White Mules.
deal," said Whitmore. "He is a
Goulet earned a 127-146-10 rec- quality professional who worked
hard at his job."
ord in his 12 years as head coach.
Although his replacement has
Despite such praise, very few
not yet been named, around 110 appear saddened at Goulet's deciapplicants hope to fill the void sion, particularly his former playGoulet leaves behind, according to ers. Senior forward Mike Grant feels
athletic director Dick Whitmore. A that this was "a good decision for
broad-based search committee coach -he was taking a lot of flack,"
comprised of students and admin- but does not feel that this was a well
istrators will review the applica- timed decision. 'The season starts
in around two months and we don't
tions.
Goulet leaves Colby in a cloud even know who our coach is."
By Dave Weissman
SPORTS EDITOR

Pfeiffer Leaves In
Surprise Move

Photo courtesy of Public Aff aire
Rob Pfeiffer 's departure leaves a void in Colby athletics.

Teammate Tom Powers, a senior def enseman,shares this concern
over the lack of a coach. "It hurts us
knowingthat there is no head coach
- we'll have to rely on the leadership of the seniors and upperclassmen."
Powers, in commenting on
Goulet,said that it is true that some
people had a problem with the way
he coached,but that he is just happy
to be moving on. "We've got a good
team coming back...and a lot of
excellent players who didn't play
under Goulet will be corning out
this year...This should create a lot
more competition."
In summarizing Goulet'scoaching days at Colby, Powers points to
"his performance record. The wins
and losses, and the low number of
recruits who have stayed on the
Photo courtesy of Public Affairs
team throughout their college ca*
Mickey
Goulet
leaves
Colby
on
his
own terms.
reer. The numbers speak for themselves."
By Billy Goodman
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Dave Weissman
SPORTS EDITOR
After four years at Colby,
Coach Rob Pfeiffer departed
Mayflower Hill earlier this summer. He had served as women's
ice hockey and men's lacrosse
coach. Pfeiffer, one of the most
highly respected individualsin the '
Colby coaching community, cited
differences with the administration as the reason for his sudden
departure. He forgoes his coaching duties at Colby to accept a
position in the guidance departmental MessalonskeeHigh School
in Oakland.
Pfeiffer was responsible for
turning around a fledgli ng men's
lacrosse program and brought the
women's hockey program to the
ECAC playoffs in the 1987-198&
season,
His departure creates a difficult task for the athletic department in finding a replacement,
par ticu lar lyar epla cement of equal
quality.
"It hurts to lose quality," said
Athletic Director Dick Whitmore.
"Rob was one of the finest coaches
in the department."
Theathleticdepartment is continuing to review app lications for
the position.

New Gridiron Faces

Colbys new defensive end
coach will be Al Holliday, who
By Dave Weissman
replaces former Colby star Jamie
SPORTS EDITOR
Arsenault. Holliday comes to the
Mules from Central Connecticut
While wandering around in the State University, where he coached
football office this fall, don't be the defensive line, offensive back- ..
alarmed to be greeted by a whole field, and special teams, as well as
host of new faces. Head football serving as men's swim coach. He
coach Tom Austin will be aided by also earned his masters in educafour new assistant coaches, as well tiOnal administration and supervi- ^
sion thisspringatCentral Connectias a new student assistant.
cut.
Holliday will assist the men's
Replacing offensive line coach
Kevin Naughtonis Ed Meisteri,who and women's swim teams at Colby.
Rounding out the slate of new
comes to Colby after serving as
offensive coordinator at Norwich coaches is Tom Dexter,who replaces
University for seven years, where Scott Laughinghouse as defensive ¦«
he also was head track coach. His backfield coach. Dexter graduated
career has also included coaching from Cortland State in 1987, where
stints at Dartmouth and Kent State, he played quarterback and defen- L
Meisteri, who h as a mast ers degree sive back, as well as poi n t guard on
in education from Norwich, will the basketball team. He comes to
also assist the Mules track and field Colby from Cornell University,
where he served as assistant defen- ,
squad.
Butch Climmons replaces Dan sive coordinator and defensiveback
Pappa as offensive backfield coach. coach for the freshman team. DexThis former All-Ivy honorable ter will double as an assistant base- v
menti on runn ing back at Princeton ball coach.
In addition to these highly
arrives on May f lower Hill fr om
Lehigh University, wh erehe served touted prospects, Atistin will be p
as a gra d ua te assistan t,coached t he aided by student assistant John
offensive backfield, an d completed Wood s, a senior whose career as a
his masters in education. His other defensive back for the Mules was
past coaching duti es include an ended by a neck injury. Rounding
assistant football position at Ha- out t he coaching circle are veteran
milton College, Climmons will also returnees Dick McGee (defensive
serve asan a ssistant to the track and coordinator) and Mike Marston (do- ^
fensive line coach).
field teams.

